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About This Game

Welcome to New Star Manager: The critically acclaimed game from Simon Read, creator of the BAFTA Award-winning New
Star Soccer series.

Take control of New Star FC – a beleaguered soccer club which needs your management skills and instincts to unlock the team’s
potential and make it to the top of the game.

“If you love football…you’d be mad not to download it” The Guardian

This is soccer management like you’ve never experienced it - Be more than just a player, be the head, the heart, and backbone of
New Star FC. Be the Manager.

“New Star Manager takes the frame of the original game, and builds something utterly wonderful on top of it”  10/10 - Pocket
Gamer
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TOTAL CLUB CONTROL
Take ownership of every aspect of New Star FC, from constructing vital club facilities and managing the players’ training

regimes to choosing the perfect sponsor and hiring or firing the backroom staff!

FULL SQUAD GAMEPLAY
Use every member of your team to set up and score pivotal goals with on-pitch gameplay, using innovative mouse based

controls.

REAL SOCCER TACTICS
Build your dream squad, choose your winning formation, make tactical substitutions, and even step into the locker room for

some half-time motivation!

OFF-PITCH DRAMA
Handle volatile players and get their mind back in the game by monitoring their concerns, outbursts, and quirks. Keep the board
off your back, navigate the hostile waters of the sporting press, and make sure the fans keep believing... while keeping a careful

eye on the club’s finances!

GLOBAL FOOTBALL
Dive into realistic simulations of the world’s biggest leagues and cup competitions!

THE NEW STAR SOCCER EVOLUTION
Experience the newest instalment of the New Star series, whose pick-up-and-play sports titles have already been enjoyed by

over 30 million players!
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Do not buy! Wings of Prey has atrocious copy protection and account registration/multiplayer interface. It requires you to create
multiple accounts and install multiple multiplayer 'services' before it'll even let you near the main menu. I gave up after spending
over an hour trying to get 'set up' and I think I saw the main menu once. Tossing the game out as a total loss.

Repeat, do not buy!. Really great fun. I like it better than the other drum game. As a suggestion, you should really add some
haptic feedback. Also, do something with the environment. It's just too boring to look at. Otherwise, I love it. Fun to play with
some music.. Released in Jan 2015 as an early access, "10 years" after still in early access, probbably worse state of completion
than on release.

1) Install a game. Run the game. "Executable file not found". Find a folder, run game directly.
- game featuring 1mm depth zombie models (unable to hit from side), bugs, balanced hit points (killing a zombie by shooting 3
times its head / chest / leg / hand - no matter), bugs, endless conversation (unable to skip text message even 10 Years After you read
it twice), bugs, deadly music with no option to turn it off, bugs and much more. And did I mention bugs?

2) go to properties, change version to beta. Run the game from Steam.
- Singleplayer - game featuring terrible optimization (FPS drops like hell), empty bottles, rocks and flints. Is there anything to
interact with? Who knows. Less content than in original release. But you can run on mountain, jump down, hit sprint key and
you feel like practising on next ski jumping event of winter olympic games with such a low gravity.
- Multiplayer - choose "online" from main menu, server list pop up - no servers. Hit refresh button. No servers. Hit create server
button. Wait a minute, second, third, ... exit game, go to your steam library and thumb down 10 years after.. I really wish I had
play tested this within the return time of purchasing it. There is no option on steam to give an "undecided" review so I will have
to settle on negative for now all for one reason; playability.

Perhaps there is difficulty in trying to emulate PSP games for the PC which I can be forgiving of. The problem I run into
specifically is long loading times. To give you an example, it takes an average of thirty six seconds after I leave the weapons
shop for the town to load. It took closer to fifty seconds to transition between rooms in the same area. Opening and closing the
menu in Blood Omen : Legacy of Kain is shorter than this. I should also mention that I am using a 4.0 Ghz processor so I have
enough power to run this. I've also tried several different resolutions and graphic options to help, but to no avail. I could wait
this out but life is painfully short enough as it is.

I'll instead have to watch a no commentary longplay of this game online to better judge it. $24.99 down the drain.. the ui is not
fun to use at all. This frivolous point-and-click adventure successfully utilizes the rule which states that everybody loves gay
jokes. It's also almost completely innocent and harmless as in fact it contains no obscene content besides some merry puns and
ambiguous hints. The absence of the voice acting is a flaw, but not the serious one.
So yeah, this lighthearted comedy is definitely worth checking out.
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Welkin Road is a parkour esque 1st platform jump'n'runner.
+ The graphics are simple but stylistic and fit the overall setting very nice
+ mechanics are working good
+ price is alright for the amount of content (and more to come, it`s early access!). You will get a bunch of

+- difficult

- No controller support right now. I have problems to stay in control of the protagonist in some of the more hectic moments
using keyboard controls. I prefer to play these type of games on my gamepad so this may not be a problem for you if you are
good with mouse + keyboard controls but for me it is always a hassle

I'll try to solve all levels over the next couple of days on my Youtube-Channel, if you get stuck, you may want to check this
walkthrough out:
https://youtu.be/uejYUCMO48E. I don't understand all the hate! This game is probably the best IOS port I have ever seen!
Yes, you heard that right, it's a IOS port, without Microtransactions or ginormous UI's.
Most of the complaints i've seen were from low playtime. Give this game a chance people!
People say this looks like terraria, even though the very first game (simply named junk jack) launched about 2-3 months 
BEFORE terraria.

As for a review, buy it. The price may seem steep, but if you have played the game before or are new, it's a good game. I'll give
it a 4.5/5.
(Not 5/5 due to some very minor bugs :3)

Update 9/26/16:
Seeing as this is currently the top review, i fell like i need to put more game stuff in here.

The game is a 2D exploration/building sandbox game, with no story except "Get portal peices, go to next planet, repeat untill all
planets are done". It has a BUNCH of items to collect, and most of it doesn't have a use (hench the "junk" part of junk jack),
but that's the whole point of this game, collecting rare and unusual stuff. There are monsters, but right off the bat you can tell
combat isn't the focus at all.
I reccomend this game to anyone willing to pay the, currently, $15 price tag and actualy play the game longer than 2 hours.. As a
puzzle game, Escape Goat 2 is well-made, and offers the full scope of difficulty from its stop-and-think first half to its more
technically challenging second half. The game encourages cautious exploration, poking unlabelled buttons from a distance and
looking before you leap. A quick-restart button keeps things flowing smoothly even after a failure.

As a platformer, Escape Goat 2 is competent in what it sets out to do, communicating well which jumps can be made and which
cannot. There are a couple levels that try far too hard to be Super Meat Boy in terms of demanding technical execution, but
fortunately these are restricted to a handful of later levels and the secret levels which I skipped over without remorse..
Developer is pure ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I wrote a post on his news that I misinterpreted title and he banned me.
Also made game that is 15 mins long and did 1% sale...
Basing on memes, which are just stupid, cause it's something for most people and most people on earth are stupid, this game is
also stupid (it's my opinion!)

Developer banning me used comment "Your are stupid!" which proves his not brightest mind... at least at languages.
Dev, feel free to mark this review as 'harmful' for you.. It only takes one finger to be a badass.. Not your ordinary HOG, but I
liked it. Artistic scenes, nice music and a variety of puzzles. A few quirks, but I'd buy it again (was on sale for three dollars).
Spaceebo.. This visual novel is amazing! Characters, voice this is all awesome.Definitely advise to buy this novel!~ >~<. ill give
you a good reccomndation even though id didnt work for me :)

Good Luck
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